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The	Deep	Learning	
Pipeline



The	Deep	Learning	Pipeline
Deep learning models can be run in two modes:

✦  Training: update a model’s weights to fit new data. 
This is supervised learning because it requires input/
output pairs (labeled data).

✦ Inference: run data through a model to make 
predictions. This requires only input data. It does not 
change the model weights.



Transfer	Learning
Contemporary machine learning often involves multiple 
stages of training: 

✦  Pre-training: train a large model that will be used by 
many downstream applications 
Called a foundation model in Bommasani et al. 2021

✦ Fine-tuning: adapting a pre-trained model to a new 
task or dataset by training it on new data, starting from 
existing weights.

https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Bommasani%2C+R


Transfer	Learning
Contemporary machine learning models may also build 
upon other models by freezing the weights of the 
original model and taking some of its components as 
input.

For instance, the weights of attention heads may be re-
used as embeddings to be fed in as input to a downstream 
model.

This is called feature extraction.

This is what we did in the recipe classifier: we took attention weights from 
RoBERTa to use as features in our classifier!



Pretraining: 
learn good 
representations via 
an unlabeled task.

Finetuning: 
train some more on 
in-domain data or 
separate labeled 
task

Prompt 
engineering: 
craft prompts that 
disguise task of 
interest as a language 
generation problem.

Representation 
learning: 
extract attention 
features and use as 
input features to 
another model

Few-shot	learning

Few-shot/Zero-shot		
learning

Q/A

Google	Search

Code	explanation

Coreference	resolution
Translation

Classi+ication

Summarization

Style	Transfer

Image	Captioning

Poem	generation

Story	generation



Reinforcement	Learning	
From	Human	Feedback



RLHF
1. Pretrain your large language model

2. Train a reward model from human feedback:

3. Finetune (some of) your large language model 
using the reward model, but with a policy shift 
constraint

Reward Modeltext scalar



huggingface.co/blog/rlhf



huggingface.co/blog/rlhf



ChatGPT



Proximal	Policy	Optimization

openai.com/blog/chatgpt



ChatGPT

GPT-3.5 ChatGPTPPO
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ChatGPT

GPT-3.5 ChatGPTPPO

public 
interaction

MYSTERY 
DATA

Reward 
Model

who creates this data?
everyone on the Internet



ChatGPT

GPT-3.5 ChatGPTPPO

public 
interaction

MYSTERY 
DATA

Reward 
Model

who creates the ratings?
underpaid crowd workers 

in the Global South



ChatGPT
"OpenAI sent tens of thousands of snippets of text to an outsourcing 
firm in Kenya, beginning in November 2021. Much of that text 
appeared to have been pulled from the darkest recesses of the internet. 
Some of it described situations in graphic detail like child sexual 
abuse, bestiality, murder, suicide, torture, self harm, and incest." 

"OpenAI’s outsourcing partner in Kenya was Sama, a San Francisco-
based firm. Sama markets itself as an “ethical AI” company."

"The data labelers employed 
by Sama on behalf of OpenAI 
were paid a take-home wage 
of between around $1.32 and 
$2 per hour depending on 
seniority and performance."



ChatGPT

GPT-3.5 ChatGPTPPO

public 
interaction

MYSTERY 
DATA

Reward 
Model

who creates this data?
all of us 

(anyone who uses ChatGPT)



Prompt	Engineering	



Chain-of-Thought	Reasoning
One idea is to make the model generate reasoning before 
an answer. This guarantees that the answer is conditioned 
on the reasoning. Some people think this could improve 
the quality of the answer. However, other work has shown 
that the answer is not always consistent with the given 
reasoning.





What	Are	Prompts	Really	Doing?

Results from Webson & Pavlick (2022)



Does	CoT	Help?



Does	CoT	Help?
Maybe not?



Continuous	Prompting
Humans write discrete prompts, which are then turned 
into text embeddings.
What if we tried to directly learn good text embeddings?



What	Makes	a	Good	Prompt?
Giving multiple examples

specifying the
answer fount

Order matters

4 Explanation seems key

Ward prades seem harder than trivia



The	Costs	of	Deep	Learning



Models	keep	getting	larger



Models	keep	getting	larger



These	models	are	really	expensive!
Megatron (530 billion parameters), Microsoft's GPT-3 
competitor, cost around $100 million to train



These	models	are	really	expensive!

By contrast: children are 
exposed to < 100 million 
words in their critical 
language acquisition 
period.

www.lesswrong.com/posts/midXmMb2Xg37F2Kgn/new-scaling-laws-for-large-language-models

Pathways (Chowdhery et al. 2022)                    540 Billion           780 Billion

babylm.github.io



Baby	LLM	Project
Alex Warstadt is giving a talk about language acquisition 
in LLMs versus humans in my NLP class (9:55am) on 
Nov. 28th!



These	models	are	really	expensive!

Strubell, Ganesh, &  McCallum (2019)

Emma Strubell 



These	models	are	really	expensive!

And remember: 

Microsoft Megatron has 530 billion parameters...

Google Pathways has 540 billion parameters...

 

BERT-L (340 million parameters) had a carbon footprint 
equivalent to a trans-American flight.



Models	keep	getting	larger


